
INTRODUCTION TO WEB DEVELOPMENT

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the Introduction to XHTML

 Relationship to HTML

Definition/Overview:

The Extensible Hypertext Markup Language or XHTML: is a markup language that has

the same depth of expression as HTML, but also conforms to XML syntax.

While HTML prior to HTML5 was defined as an application of Standard Generalized

Markup Language (SGML), a very flexible markup language, XHTML is an application of

XML, a more restrictive subset of SGML. Because they need to be well-formed, true

XHTML documents allow for automated processing to be performed using standard XML

toolsunlike HTML, which requires a relatively complex, lenient, and generally custom parser.

XHTML can be thought of as the intersection of HTML and XML in many respects, since it

is a reformulation of HTML in XML. XHTML 1.0 became a World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C) Recommendation on January 26, 2000. XHTML 1.1 became a W3C

Recommendation on May 31, 2001

Key Points:

1 Text formatting is where XHTML

Text formatting is where XHTML is its most simplisticand most powerful. After all,

Metalanguages such as SGML that preceded XML (and therefore XHTML) were developed

to format text-based documents and make them available on the Internet, with the major

enhancement being the capability to hyperlink documents.

Most of the concepts in text formatting are straightforward, including standard headers,

breaks, and paragraphs in strict XHTML 1.0 documents. Text styles such as bold, italic, and

underlined text, color and special formatting also can be added to transitional XHTML 1.0

documents.
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Lists are XHTML's way of helping to separate information into a logical series of items. Built

on text-formatting styles, XHTML lists tend to be stable because browsers from early in the

history of the language have supported them. In this chapter, you'll get a chance to look at

why lists are so valuable, learn how to use them, and to prepare for some of the special

concerns to be aware of when using them.

XHTML is "a reformulation of the three HTML 4 document types as applications of XML

1.0". The W3C also continues to maintain the HTML 4.01 Recommendation and the

specifications for HTML5 and XHTML5 are being actively developed. In the current

XHTML 1.0 Recommendation document, as published and revised to August 2002, the W3C

comments that, "The XHTML family is the next step in the evolution of the Internet. By

migrating to XHTML today, content developers can enter the XML world with all of its

attendant benefits, while still remaining confident in their content's backward and future

compatibility."

1.1 Creating Tables and Lists

Tables were originally introduced to provide a way to table data. As simple as that

might seem, it only took a few weeks for savvy coders to realize that the grid system

created by tables could be used as a means of controlling the entire layout of pages.

This realization grew beyond a means and into a conventionsoon, the vast majority of

sites on the Web came to embrace tables as their underlying structure. The entire

infrastructure of most sites uses tables for graphic placement, color arrangement, and

text layout control

In the late 1990s, many considered that the future of HTML lay in the creation of a

version adhering to the syntax rules of XML. The then current version of HTML,

HTML 4, was ostensibly an application of Standard Generalized Markup Language

(SGML); however the specification for SGML was complex, and neither web

browsers nor the HTML 4 Recommendation were fully conformant with it. By

shifting the underlying base from SGML to the simpler XML, HTML would become

compatible with common XML tools. Servers and proxies would be able to transform

content, as necessary, for constrained devices such as mobile phones.
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Another key advantage was extensibility. By utilising namespaces, XHTML

documents could include fragments from other XML-based languages such as

Scalable Vector Graphics and MathML. Finally, the renewed work would provide an

opportunity to divide HTML into reusable components (XHTML Modularization) and

clean up untidy parts of the language

1.2 Relationship to HTML

HTML is the antecedent technology to XHTML. The changes from HTML to first-

generation XHTML 1.0 are minor and are mainly to achieve conformance with XML.

The most important change is the requirement that the document must be well-formed

and that all elements must be explicitly closed as required in XML. In XML, all

element and attribute names are case-sensitive, so the XHTML approach has been to

define all tag names to be lowercase.

This contrasts with some earlier established traditions which began around the time of

HTML 2.0, when many used uppercase tags. In XHTML, all attribute values must be

enclosed by quotes; either single (') or double (") quotes may be used. In contrast, this

was sometimes optional in SGML-based HTML, where attributes can omit quotes in

certain cases. All elements must also be explicitly closed, including empty (aka

singleton) elements such as img and br. This can be done by adding a closing slash to

the start tag, e.g., <img /> and <br />. Attribute minimization (e.g., <option selected>)

is also prohibited, as the attribute selected contains no explicit value; instead this

would be written as <option selected="selected">.

HTML elements which are optional in the content model will not appear in the DOM

tree unless they are explicitly specified. For example, an XHTML page must have a<

body> element, and a table will not have a <tbody> element unless the author

specifies one.

The XHTML 1.0 recommendation devotes a section to differences between HTML

and XHTML. The WHATWG wiki similarly considers differences that arise with the

use of (X) HTML5.
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Because XHTML and HTML are closely related technologies, sometimes they are

written about and documented in parallel. In such circumstances, some authors

conflate the two names by using a parenthetical notation, such as (X)HTML. This

indicates that the documentation and principles can be considered to apply generally

to both standards

Topic : Formatting Text And The Xhtml Page

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Formatting Text and the XHTML Page

 Learn about Hypertext Application Technology Working Group

Definition/Overview:

Overview

Between August 2002 and July 2006 the W3C released the first eight Working Drafts of

XHTML 2.0, a new version of XHTML able to make a clean break from the past by

discarding the requirement of backward compatibility. This lack of compatibility with

XHTML 1.x and HTML 4 caused some early controversy in the web developer community.

Some parts of the language (such as the role and RDFa attributes) were subsequently split out

of the specification and worked on as separate modules, partially to help make the transition

from XHTML 1.x to XHTML 2.0 smoother. A ninth draft of XHTML 2.0 is expected to

appear in 2009.

Key Points:

1. Feeatures of XHTML

The similarities between HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 led many web sites and content

management systems to adopt the initial W3C XHTML 1.0 Recommendation. To aid authors
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in the transition, the W3C provided guidance on how to publish XHTML 1.0 documents in an

HTML-compatible manner, and serve them to browsers that were not designed for XHTML.

Such "HTML-compatible" content is sent using the HTML media type (text/html) rather than

the official Internet media type for XHTML (application/xhtml+xml). When measuring the

adoption of XHTML to that of regular HTML, therefore, it is important to distinguish

whether it is media type usage or actual document contents that is being compared.

Most web browsers have mature support for all of the possible XHTML media types. The

notable exception is Internet Explorer by Microsoft; rather than rendering

application/xhtml+xml content, a dialog box invites the user to save the content to disk

instead. Both Internet Explorer 7 (released in 2006) and Internet Explorer 8 Release

Candidate 1 (released in January 2009) exhibit this behavior, and it is unclear whether this

will be resolved in a future release. As long as this remains the case, most web developers

avoid using XHTML that isnt HTML-compatible, so advantages of XML such as

namespaces, faster parsing and smaller-footprint browsers do not benefit the user. Microsoft

developer Chris Wilson explained in 2005 that IE7s priorities were improved security and

CSS support, and that proper XHTML support would be difficult to graft onto IEs

compatibility-oriented HTML parser.

1.1 Criticism

In the early 2000s, some web developers began to question why Web authors ever

made the leap into authoring in XHTML. Others countered that the problems ascribed

to the use of XHTML could mostly be attributed to two main sources: the production

of invalid XHTML documents by some Web authors and the lack of support for

XHTML built into IE6. They went on to describe the benefits of XML-based Web

documents (i.e. XHTML) regarding searching, indexing and parsing as well as future-

proofing the Web itself.

In October 2006, HTML inventor and W3C chair Tim Berners-Lee, introducing a

major W3C effort to develop new XHTML5 and HTML5 specifications, posted in his

blog that, "The attempt to get the world to switch to XML ... all at once didn't work.

The large HTML-generating public did not move ... Some large communities did shift

and are enjoying the fruits of well-formed systems ... The plan is to charter a
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completely new HTML group." In the current HTML and XHTML 5 working draft,

its authors say that, "special attention has been given to defining clear conformance

criteria for user agents in an effort to improve interoperability", "...while at the same

time updating the HTML specifications to address issues raised in the past few years."

Ian Hickson, author of the important paper criticising the use of XHTML in 2002, is a

member of the group developing this specification and is listed as one of the co-

authors of the current working draft

New features introduced by XHTML 2.0 include:

o HTML forms will be replaced by XForms, an XML-based user input

specification allowing forms to be displayed appropriately for different

rendering devices.

o HTML frames will be replaced by XFrames.

o The DOM Events will be replaced by XML Events, which uses the XML

Document Object Model.

o A new list element type, the nl element type, will be included to specifically

designate a list as a navigation list. This will be useful in creating nested

menus, which are currently created by a wide variety of means like nested

unordered lists or nested definition lists.

o Any element will be able to act as a hyperlink, e.g., <li

href="articles.html">Articles</li>, similar to XLink. However, XLink itself is

not compatible with XHTML due to design differences.

o Any element will be able to reference alternative media with the src attribute,

e.g., <p /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg"

type="image/jpeg">London Bridge</p> is the same as <object

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg"

type="image/jpeg"><p>London Bridge</p></object>.

o The alt attribute of the img element has been removed: alternative text will be

given in the content of the img element, much like the object element, e.g.,
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<img /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="hms_audacious.jpg">HMS< span

class="italic">Audacious</span></img>.

o A single heading element (h) will be added. The level of these headings are

determined by the depth of the nesting. This allows the use of headings to be

infinite, rather than limiting use to six levels deep.

o The remaining presentational elements i, b and tt, still allowed in XHTML 1.x

(even Strict), will be absent from XHTML 2.0. The only somewhat

presentational elements remaining will be sup and sub for superscript and

subscript respectively, because they have significant non-presentational uses

and are required by certain languages. All other tags are meant to be semantic

instead (e.g. <strong> for strong or bolded text) while allowing the user agent

to control the presentation of elements via CSS.

o The addition of RDF triples with the property and about attributes to facilitate

the conversion from XHTML to RDF/XML.

o HTML 5 initially grew independently of the W3C, through a loose group of

browser manufacturers and other interested parties calling themselves the

WHATWG, or Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group. The

WHATWG announced the existence of an open mailing list in June 2004,

along with a website bearing the strapline Maintaining and evolving HTML

since 2004. The key motive of the group was to create a platform for dynamic

web applications; they considered XHTML 2.0 to be too document-centric,

and not suitable for the creation of forum sites or online shops.

o In April 2007, the Mozilla Foundation and Opera Software joined Apple in

requesting that the newly rechartered HTML Working Group of the W3C

adopt the work, under the name of HTML 5. The group resolved to do this the

following month, and the First Public Working Draft of HTML 5 was issued

by the W3C in January 2008. The most recent W3C Working Draft was

published in June 2008.
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o HTML 5 has both a regular text/html serialization and an XML serialization,

which is known as XHTML 5. In addition to the markup language, the

specification includes a number of application programming interfaces. The

Document Object Model is extended with APIs for editing, drag-and-drop,

data storage and network communication.

o The language can be considered more compatible with HTML 4 and XHTML

1.x than XHTML 2.0, due to the decision to keep the existing HTML form

elements and events model. It adds many new elements not found in XHTML

1.x, however, such as section and aside. (The XHTML 1.2 equivalent (which

(X)HTML 5 replaces) of these structural elements would be< div

role="region"> and <div role="complementary">.)

o The specification is expected to add WAI-ARIA support in a future draft. There

is currently no indication as to whether HTML 5 will support RDFa.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Adding Images To The Xhtml Page

Creating Links

Topic : Adding Images To The Xhtml Page

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn how to Add Images to the XHTML Page

 The addition of RDF triple

Definition/Overview:
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Adding Images to the XHTML Page: First, you obviously need a header image. For the

sake of this tutorial, the width and height of this image will be 350px by 90px. You can

change the values in the CSS to match with your header image. Add this code to your header

file or wherever your header image will go.

Giving the link (which has a background image) a width, height, block display, and adding

the image are the things you must do. That should pretty much do it. If you have any

problems, please let me know through the support forums. Otherwise, enjoy using your valid

XHTML clickable header image. You can also use this technique to make any element

clickable with a background image, not just header images.

Key Points:

1. HTML forms

 HTML forms will be replaced by XForms, an XML-based user input specification allowing

forms to be displayed appropriately for different rendering devices.

 HTML frames will be replaced by XFrames.

 The DOM Events will be replaced by XML Events, which uses the XML Document Object

Model.

 A new list element type, the nl element type, will be included to specifically designate a list

as a navigation list. This will be useful in creating nested menus, which are currently created

by a wide variety of means like nested unordered lists or nested definition lists.

 Any element will be able to act as a hyperlink, e.g., <li href="articles.html">Articles</li>,

similar to XLink. However, XLink itself is not compatible with XHTML due to design

differences.

 Any element will be able to reference alternative media with the src attribute, e.g., <p

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg" type="image/jpeg">London Bridge</p> is

the same as <object /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg"

type="image/jpeg"><p>London Bridge</p></object>.

 The alt attribute of the img element has been removed: alternative text will be given in the

content of the img element, much like the object element, e.g., <img

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="hms_audacious.jpg">HMS <span

class="italic">Audacious</span></img>.
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 A single heading element (h) will be added. The level of these headings are determined by

the depth of the nesting. This allows the use of headings to be infinite, rather than limiting

use to six levels deep.

 The remaining presentational elements i, b and tt, still allowed in XHTML 1.x (even Strict),

will be absent from XHTML 2.0. The only somewhat presentational elements remaining will

be sup and sub for superscript and subscript respectively, because they have significant non-

presentational uses and are required by certain languages. All other tags are meant to be

semantic instead (e.g. <strong> for strong or bolded text) while allowing the user agent to

control the presentation of elements via CSS.

 The addition of RDF triples with the property and about attributes to facilitate the conversion

from XHTML to RDF/XML.

Topic : Creating Links

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn how to Creating Links

 New features introduced by XHTML 2.0

Definition/Overview:

Overview

The code below shows how to create a link in HTML/XHTML. <! DOCTYPE html PUBLIC

"-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-

strict.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://wwwzw3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">

< head>

< title>Web Development Tutorials.com</title>

< style type="text/css">
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< /style>

< /head>

< body>

< p>

<a href="http://webdevelopmenttutorials.com ">this is a link</a>

< /p>

< p>

<a href="freewebtoolsandhitcounterscodes.php ">this is a link</a> to a web page on this

website.

< /p>

< /body>

< /html>

Key Points:

1. Between August 2002 and July 2006 the W3C

Between August 2002 and July 2006 the W3C released the first eight Working Drafts of

XHTML 2.0, a new version of XHTML able to make a clean break from the past by

discarding the requirement of backward compatibility. This lack of compatibility with

XHTML 1.x and HTML 4 caused some early controversy in the web developer

community. Some parts of the language (such as the role and RDFa attributes) were

subsequently split out of the specification and worked on as separate modules, partially to

help make the transition from XHTML 1.x to XHTML 2.0 smoother. A ninth draft of

XHTML 2.0 is expected to appear in 2009.

2. New features introduced by XHTML 2.0 include:

o HTML forms will be replaced by XForms, an XML-based user input specification allowing

forms to be displayed appropriately for different rendering devices.

o HTML frames will be replaced by XFrames.

o The DOM Events will be replaced by XML Events, which uses the XML Document Object

Model.
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o A new list element type, the nl element type, will be included to specifically designate a list

as a navigation list. This will be useful in creating nested menus, which are currently created

by a wide variety of means like nested unordered lists or nested definition lists.

o Any element will be able to act as a hyperlink, e.g., <li href="articles.html">Articles</li>,

similar to XLink. However, XLink itself is not compatible with XHTML due to design

differences.

o Any element will be able to reference alternative media with the src attribute, e.g., <p

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg" type="image/jpeg">LondonBridge</p> is

the same as <object /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg"

type="image/jpeg"><p>London Bridge</p></object>.

o The alt attribute of the img element has been removed: alternative text will be given in the

content of the img element, much like the object element, e.g., <img

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="hms_audacious.jpg">HMS <span

class="italic">Audacious</span></img>.

o A single heading element (h) will be added. The level of these headings are determined by

the depth of the nesting. This allows the use of headings to be infinite, rather than limiting

use to six levels deep.

o The remaining presentational elements i, b and tt, still allowed in XHTML 1.x (even Strict),

will be absent from XHTML 2.0. The only somewhat presentational elements remaining will

be sup and sub for superscript and subscript respectively, because they have significant non-

presentational uses and are required by certain languages. All other tags are meant to be

semantic instead (e.g. <strong> for strong or bolded text) while allowing the user agent to

control the presentation of elements via CSS.

o The addition of RDF triples with the property and about attributes to facilitate the conversion

from XHTML to RDF/XML.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Creating Tables And Lists

Creating Forms
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Topic : Creating Tables And Lists

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Creating Tables in XHTML/CSS

 HTML 5 regular text/html serialization

Definition/Overview:

Creating Tables in XHTML/CSS

You will need to write the following code:

<table width="300" border="1" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">

< tr>

< th width="50">&nbsp;</th>

< th width="125">2006</th>

< th width="125">2007</th>

< /tr>

< tr>

< td>Q1</td>

< td>375</td>

< td>402</td>

< /tr>

< tr>

< td>Q2</td>

< td>218</td>

< td>170</td>

< /tr>

< tr>

< td>Q3</td>

< td>415</td>

< td>438</td>
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< /tr>

< tr>

< td>Q4</td>

< td>753</td>

< td>871</td>

< /tr>

< /table>

Key Points:

1. HTML 5 initially grew independently of the W3C

 HTML 5 initially grew independently of the W3C, through a loose group of browser

manufacturers and other interested parties calling them the WHATWG, or Web Hypertext

Application Technology Working Group. The WHATWG announced the existence of an

open mailing list in June 2004, along with a website bearing the strapline Maintaining and

evolving HTML since 2004. The key motive of the group was to create a platform for

dynamic web applications; they considered XHTML 2.0 to be too document-centric, and not

suitable for the creation of forum sites or online shops.

 In April 2007, the Mozilla Foundation and Opera Software joined Apple in requesting that

the newly rechartered HTML Working Group of the W3C adopt the work, under the name of

HTML 5. The group resolved to do this the following month, and the First Public Working

Draft of HTML 5 was issued by the W3C in January 2008. The most recent W3C Working

Draft was published in June 2008.

 HTML 5 has both a regular text/html serialization and an XML serialization, which is known

as XHTML 5. In addition to the markup language, the specification includes a number of

application programming interfaces. The Document Object Model is extended with APIs for

editing, drag-and-drop, data storage and network communication.

 The language can be considered more compatible with HTML 4 and XHTML 1.x than

XHTML 2.0, due to the decision to keep the existing HTML form elements and events

model. It adds many new elements not found in XHTML 1.x, however, such as section and

aside. (The XHTML 1.2 equivalent (which (X) HTML 5 replaces) of these structural

elements would be <div role="region"> and <div role="complementary">.)

 The specification is expected to add WAI-ARIA support in a future draft. There is currently

no indication as to whether HTML 5 will support RDFa.
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Topic : Creating Forms

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn how to Creating Forms

 The DOM Events

Definition/Overview:

Forms

The beginner section covered the basics of layout and positioning of form elements in your

web page to improve the accessibility of your forms. In this section well look at some

specific elements that you can add to your forms that will go even further in insuring that

your pages are usable and accessible by the widest possible audience.

Stick a Label On It that says I Am Accessible!

Without doubt, one of the most useful tags you can use to make a form more accessible is the

<label> tag. In the beginner section we detailed how some screen readers can get extremely

confused when you start moving the text that relates to a given form input too far away from

it. With the <label> tag, you can start to be a little more adventurous and still feel reasonably

happy that your form will be accessible.

What does the label do?

The label is a signpost. It tells the browser/user agent/screen reader: "Hey, you see that form

input over there? The one called firstname? Well, that belongs to me and make no mistake

about it". Or, as you would have it in the more sober world of XHTML:

<label for="firstname">First Name</label><br />

<input type="text" name="firstname" id="firstname" size="20"/>
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It creates an unambiguous link between the text and the input which is only broken if you

introduce some sloppy markup (notably, by copy-pasting and forgetting to change some ids -

remember, ids must be unique, you cannot have two elements on any page sharing the same

id).

If you so desired, you could now move the text around and many (but not all) assistive

devices would still understand what test relates to the form input:

<input type="text" name="firstname" id="firstname" size="20"/>

<label for="firstname">First Name</label>

There is another fringe benefit of using the <label> tag that might not be immediately

obvious - by adding this tag, many browsers will allow you to click on the text contained in

the< label> tag to focus on the input.

December 1998 saw the publication of a W3C Working Draft entitled Reformulating HTML

in XML. This introduced Voyager, the codename for a new markup language based on

HTML 4 but adhering to the stricter syntax rules of XML. By February 1999 the specification

had changed name to XHTML 1.0: The Extensible HyperText Markup Language, and in

January 2000 it was officially adopted as a W3C Recommendation. There are three formal

DTDs for XHTML 1.0, corresponding to the three different versions of HTML 4.01:

XHTML 1.0 Strict is the equivalent to strict HTML 4.01, and includes elements and

attributes that have not been marked deprecated in the HTML 4.01 specification.

XHTML 1.0 Transitional is the equivalent of HTML 4.01 Transitional, and includes the

presentational elements (such as center, font and strike) excluded from the strict version.

XHTML 1.0 Frameset is the equivalent of HTML 4.01 Frameset, and allows for the

definition of frameset documentsa common Web feature in the late 1990s.

The second edition of XHTML 1.0 became a W3C Recommendation in August 2002.
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Key Points:

1. Between August 2002 and July 2006

The W3C released the first eight Working Drafts of XHTML 2.0, a new version of XHTML

able to make a clean break from the past by discarding the requirement of backward

compatibility. This lack of compatibility with XHTML 1.x and HTML 4 caused some early

controversy in the web developer community. Some parts of the language (such as the role

and RDFa attributes) were subsequently split out of the specification and worked on as

separate modules, partially to help make the transition from XHTML 1.x to XHTML 2.0

smoother. A ninth draft of XHTML 2.0 is expected to appear in 2009.

2. New features introduced by XHTML 2.0 include:

o HTML forms will be replaced by XForms, an XML-based user input specification allowing

forms to be displayed appropriately for different rendering devices.

o HTML frames will be replaced by XFrames.

o The DOM Events will be replaced by XML Events, which uses the XML Document Object

Model.

o A new list element type, the nl element type, will be included to specifically designate a list

as a navigation list. This will be useful in creating nested menus, which are currently created

by a wide variety of means like nested unordered lists or nested definition lists.

o Any element will be able to act as a hyperlink, e.g., <li href="articles.html">Articles</li>,

similar to XLink. However, XLink itself is not compatible with XHTML due to design

differences.

o Any element will be able to reference alternative media with the src attribute, e.g., <p

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg" type="image/jpeg">LondonBridge</p> is

the same as <object /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg"

type="image/jpeg"><p>London Bridge</p></object>.

o The alt attribute of the img element has been removed:

o alternative text will be given in the content of the img element, much like the object element,

e.g., <img /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="hms_audacious.jpg">HMS <span

class="italic">Audacious</span></img>.

o A single heading element (h) will be added.
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o The level of these headings are determined by the depth of the nesting. This allows the use of

headings to be infinite, rather than limiting use to six levels deep.

o The remaining presentational elements i, b and tt, still allowed in XHTML

o 1.x (even Strict), will be absent from XHTML 2.0. The only somewhat presentational

elements remaining will be sup and sub for superscript and subscript respectively, because

they have significant non-presentational uses and are required by certain languages. All other

tags are meant to be semantic instead (e.g. <strong> for strong or bolded text) while allowing

the user agent to control the presentation of elements via CSS.

o The addition of RDF triple with the property and about attributes to facilitate the conversion

from XHTML to RDF/XML.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Using Cascading Style Sheets

Using Frames

Topic : Using Cascading Style Sheets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn Using Cascading Style Sheets

 Complex layouts

Definition/Overview:

1. Overview

Web style sheets are a form of separation of presentation and content for web design in which

the markup (i.e., HTML or XHTML) of a webpage contains the page's semantic content and

structure, but does not define its visual layout (style). Instead, the style is defined in an
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external stylesheet file using a language such as CSS or XSL. This design approach is

identified as a "separation" because it largely supersedes the antecedent methodology in

which a page's markup defined both style and structure.

The philosophy underlying this methodology is a specific case of separation of concerns.

Key Points:

1. Using Cascading Style Sheets

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a stylesheet language used to describe the presentation of a

document written in a markup language. Its most common application is to style web pages

written in HTML and XHTML, but the language can be applied to any kind of XML

document, including SVG and XUL.

CSS can be used locally by the readers of web pages to define colors, fonts, layout, and other

aspects of document presentation. It is designed primarily to enable the separation of

document content (written in HTML or a similar markup language) from document

presentation (written in CSS). This separation can improve content accessibility, provide

more flexibility and control in the specification of presentation characteristics, and reduce

complexity and repetition in the structural content (such as by allowing for tableless web

design). CSS can also allow the same markup page to be presented in different styles for

different rendering methods, such as on-screen, in print, by voice (when read out by a speech-

based browser or screen reader) and on Braille-based, tactile devices. CSS specifies a priority

scheme to determine which style rules apply if more than one rule matches against a

particular element. In this so-called cascade, priorities or weights are calculated and assigned

to rules, so that the results are predictable.

The CSS specifications are maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Internet

media type (MIME type) text/css is registered for use with CSS by RFC 2318

Syntax

CSS has a simple syntax, and uses a number of English keywords to specify the names of

various style properties.
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A style sheet consists of a list of rules. Each rule or rule-set consists of one or more selectors

and a declaration block. A declaration-block consists of a list of semicolon-separated

declarations in braces. Each declaration itself consists of a property, a colon (:), a value, then

a semi-colon (;).

In CSS, selectors are used to declare which elements a style applies to, a kind of match

expression. Selectors may apply to all elements of a specific type, or only those elements

which match a certain attribute; elements may be matched depending on how they are placed

relative to each other in the markup code, or on how they are nested within the document

object model.

In addition to these, a set of pseudo-classes can be used to define further behavior. Probably

the best-known of these is :hover, which applies a style only when the user 'points to' the

visible element, usually by holding the mouse cursor over it. It is appended to a selector as in

a:hover or #elementid:hover. Other pseudo-classes and pseudo-elements are, for example,

:first-line, :visited or :before. A special pseudo-class is :lang(c), "c".

A pseudo-class selects entire elements, such as :link or :visited, whereas a pseudo-element

makes a selection that may consist of partial elements, such as :first-line or :first-letter.

Selectors may be combined in other ways too, especially in CSS 2.1, to achieve greater

specificity and flexibility

1.1 Use of CSS

o Prior to CSS, nearly all of the presentational attributes of HTML documents were

contained within the HTML markup; all font colors, background styles, element

alignments, borders and sizes had to be explicitly described, often repeatedly,

within the HTML. CSS allows authors to move much of that information to a

separate stylesheet resulting in considerably simpler HTML markup.

o Headings (h1 elements), sub-headings (h2), sub-sub-headings (h3), etc., are defined

structurally using HTML. In print and on the screen, choice of font, size, color and

emphasis for these elements is presentational.
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o Prior to CSS, document authors who wanted to assign such typographic

characteristics to, say, all h2 headings had to use the HTML font and other

presentational elements for each occurrence of that heading type. The additional

presentational markup in the HTML made documents more complex, and

generally more difficult to maintain. In CSS, presentation is separated from

structure. In print, CSS can define color, font, text alignment, size, borders,

spacing, layout and many other typographic characteristics. It can do so

independently for on-screen and printed views. CSS also defines non-visual styles

such as the speed and emphasis with which text is read out by aural text readers.

The W3C now considers the advantages of CSS for defining all aspects of the

presentation of HTML pages to be superior to other methods. It has therefore

deprecated the use of all the original presentational HTML markup.

o CSS information can be provided by various sources. CSS style information can be

either attached as a separate document or embedded in the HTML document.

Multiple style sheets can be imported. Different styles can be applied depending

on the output device being used; for example, the screen version can be quite

different from the printed version, so that authors can tailor the presentation

appropriately for each medium.

o

o One of the goals of CSS is also to allow users a greater degree of control over

presentation; those who find the red italic headings difficult to read may apply

other style sheets to the document. Depending on their browser and the web site, a

user may choose from various stylesheets provided by the designers, may remove

all added style and view the site using their browser's default styling or may

perhaps override just the red italic heading style without altering other attributes.

o File highlightheaders.css containing:

o h1 { color: white; background: orange !important; }

o h2 { color: white; background: green !important; }
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o Such a file is stored locally and is applicable if that has been specified in the

browser options. ! important" means that it prevails over the author specifications.

1.2 History

o Style sheets have existed in one form or another since the beginnings of SGML in

the 1970s. Cascading Style Sheets were developed as a means for creating a

consistent approach to providing style information for web documents.

o As HTML grew, it came to encompass a wider variety of stylistic capabilities to

meet the demands of web developers. This evolution gave the designer more

control over site appearance but at the cost of HTML becoming more complex to

write and maintain. Variations in web browser implementations made consistent

site appearance difficult, and users had less control over how web content was

displayed.

o To improve the capabilities of web presentation, nine different style sheet languages

were proposed to the W3C's www-style mailing list. Of the nine proposals, two

were chosen as the foundation for what became CSS: Cascading HTML Style

Sheets (CHSS) and Stream-based Style Sheet Proposal (SSP). First, Hkon Wium

Lie (now the CTO of Opera Software) proposed Cascading HTML Style Sheets

(CHSS) in October 1994, a language which has some resemblance to today's CSS.

Bert Bos was working on a browser called Argo which used its own style sheet

language, Stream-based Style Sheet Proposal (SSP). Lie and Bos worked together

to develop the CSS standard (the 'H' was removed from the name because these

style sheets could be applied to other markup languages besides HTML).

o Unlike existing style languages like DSSSL and FOSI, CSS allowed a document's

style to be influenced by multiple style sheets. One style sheet could inherit or

"cascade" from another, permitting a mixture of stylistic preferences controlled

equally by the site designer and user.

o Hkon's proposal was presented at the "Mosaic and the Web" conference in Chicago,

Illinoisin 1994, and again with Bert Bos in 1995. Around this time, the World

Wide Web Consortium was being established; the W3C took an interest in the
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development of CSS, and it organized a workshop toward that end chaired by

Steven Pemberton. This resulted in W3C adding work on CSS to the deliverables

of the HTML editorial review board (ERB). Hkon and Bert were the primary

technical staff on this aspect of the project, with additional members, including

Thomas Reardon of Microsoft, participating as well. By the end of 1996, CSS was

ready to become official, and the CSS level 1

o Recommendation was published in December.

o Overall, users experience of a site utilising style sheets will generally be quicker

than sites that dont use the technology. Overall as the first page will probably load

more slowly because the style sheet AND the content will need to be transferred.

Subsequent pages will load faster because no style information will need to be

downloaded the CSS file will already be in the browser's cache.

o Holding all the presentation styles in one file significantly reduces maintenance time

and reduces the chance of human errors, thereby improving presentation

consistency. For example, the font color associated with a type of text element

may be specified and therefore easily modified throughout an entire website

simply by changing one short string of characters in a single file. The alternate

approach, using styles embedded in each individual page, would require a

cumbersome, time consuming, and error-prone edit of every file.

o Sites that use CSS with either XHTML or HTML are easier to tweak so that they

appear extremely similar in different browsers (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox,

Opera, Safari, etc.).

o Sites using CSS "degrade gracefully" in browsers unable to display graphical

content, such as Lynx, or those so very old that they cannot use CSS. Browsers

ignore CSS that they do not understand, such as CSS 3 statements. This enables a

wide variety of user agents to be able to access the content of a site even if they

cannot render the stylesheet or are not designed with graphical capability in mind.

For example, a browser using a refreshable braille display for output could

disregard layout information entirely, and the user would still have access to all

page content.
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o Customization

o If a page's layout information is all stored externally, a user can decide to disable the

layout information entirely, leaving the site's bare content still in a readable form.

Site authors may also offer multiple stylesheets, which can be used to completely

change the appearance of the site without altering any of its content.

o Most modern web browsers also allow the user to define their own stylesheet, which

can include rules that override the author's layout rules. This allows users, for

example, to bold every hyperlink on every page they visit.

o Consistency

o Because the semantic file contains only the meanings an author intends to convey,

the styling of the various elements of the document's content is very consistent.

For example, headings, emphasized text, lists and mathematical expressions all

receive consistently applied style properties from the external stylesheet. Authors

need not concern themselves with the style properties at the time of composition.

These presentational details can be deferred until the moment of presentation.

o Portability

o The deferment of presentational details until the time of presentation means that a

document can be easily re-purposed for an entirely different presentation medium

with merely the application of a new stylesheet already prepared for the new

medium and consistent with elemental or structural vocabulary of the semantic

document. A carefully authored document for a web page can easily be printed to

a hard-bound volume complete with headers and footers, page numbers and a

generated table of contents simply by applying a new stylesheet.

o Currently specifications (for example, XHTML, XSL, CSS) and software tools

implementing these specification are only reaching the early stages of maturity. So

there are some practical issues facing authors who seek to embrace this method of

separating content and style.

o Complex layouts
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o One of the practical problems is the lack of proper support for style languages in

major browsers. Typical web page layouts call for some tabular presentation of

the major parts of the page such as menu navigation columns and header bars,

navigation tabs, and so on. However, deficient support for CSS and XSL in major

browsers forces authors to code these tables within their content rather than

applying a tabular style to the content from the accompanying stylesheet.

o While the style specifications are quite mature and still maturing, the software tools

have been slow to adapt. Most of the major web development tools still embrace a

mixed presentation-content model. So authors and designers looking for GUI

based tools for their work find it difficult to follow the semantic web method. In

addition to GUI tools, shared repositories for generalized stylesheets would

probably aid adoption of these methods.

Topic : Using Frames

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn using Frames

 The <frame /> tag

Definition/Overview:

1. Overvioew

The <frame /> tag: The< frame /> tag is used to specify the contents of each frame in a frame

set. It is also used to specify formatting information for that particular frame. It's primary

attribute is the src attribute, which is used to specify a document to be included in that frame.

The following code segment defines the frame set with two frames.
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<frameset cols="100, *">

<frame /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="document1.html" />

<frame /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="document2.html" />

</frameset>

In the above instance, the window would have two frames next to each other in columns. The

first one would be 100 pixels wide and would contain document1.html. The second one

would fill the rest of the screen and contain document2.html.

Key Points:

1. XHTML 1.0

Wikipedia uses XHTML 1.0 Transitional

3. December 1998 saw the publication of a W3C Working Draft entitled Reformulating

HTML in XML. This introduced Voyager, the codename for a new markup language

based on HTML 4 but adhering to the stricter syntax rules of XML. By February 1999 the

specification had changed name to XHTML 1.0: The Extensible HyperText Markup

Language, and in January 2000 it was officially adopted as a W3C Recommendation.

There are three formal DTDs for XHTML 1.0, corresponding to the three different

versions of HTML 4.01:

4. XHTML 1.0 Strict is the equivalent to strict HTML 4.01, and includes elements and

attributes that have not been marked deprecated in the HTML 4.01 specification.

5. XHTML 1.0 Transitional is the equivalent of HTML 4.01 Transitional, and includes the

presentational elements (such as center, font and strike) excluded from the strict version.

6. XHTML 1.0 Frameset is the equivalent of HTML 4.01 Frameset, and allows for the

definition of frameset documentsa common Web feature in the late 1990s.

7. The second edition of XHTML 1.0 became a W3C Recommendation in August 2002
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8. HTML forms will be replaced by XForms, an XML-based user input specification

allowing forms to be displayed appropriately for different rendering devices.

9. HTML frames will be replaced by XFrames.

10. # The DOM Events will be replaced by XML Events, which uses the XML Document

Object Model.

11. A new list element type, the nl element type, will be included to specifically designate a

list as a navigation list. This will be useful in creating nested menus, which are currently

created by a wide variety of means like nested unordered lists or nested definition lists.

12. Any element will be able to act as a hyperlink, e.g., <li href="articles.html">Articles</li>,

similar to XLink. However, XLink itself is not compatible with XHTML due to design

differences.

13. Any element will be able to reference alternative media with the src attribute, e.g., <p

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg" type="image/jpeg">London

Bridge</p> is the same as <object /Classroom/images/0131466267/src="lbridge.jpg"

type="image/jpeg"><p>London Bridge</p></object>.

14. The alt attribute of the img element has been removed: alternative text will be given in the

content of the img element, much like the object element, e.g., <img

/Classroom/images/0131466267/src="hms_audacious.jpg">HMS <span

class="italic">Audacious</span></img>.

15. A single heading element (h) will be added. The level of these headings are determined

by the depth of the nesting. This allows the use of headings to be infinite, rather than

limiting use to six levels deep.

16. The remaining presentational elements i, b and tt, still allowed in XHTML 1.x (even

Strict), will be absent from XHTML 2.0. The only somewhat presentational elements

remaining will be sup and sub for superscript and subscript respectively, because they

have significant non-presentational uses and are required by certain languages. All other

tags are meant to be semantic instead (e.g. <strong> for strong or bolded text) while

allowing the user agent to control the presentation of elements via CSS.
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17. The FRAME element specifies an individual frame within a FRAMESET. This is a block

element and does not require a closing tag. There are some common properties and

collections that apply to all the elements of the document object model, see Common

Properties, Methods and Collections for the HTML Elements in Internet Explorer Mobile.

This element can be used within a web page with attributes. This element can be used within

scripts where it will have properties, events and methods.

The following table shows items that Internet Explorer Mobile supports

Attribute Value Description

CLASS Associates the element with a CSS style.

Note:

Supported only for devices running Windows Mobile

2003 software or later.

ID Uniquely identifies the element within a document.

Note:

Supported only for devices running Windows Mobile

2003 software or later.

MARGINHEIGHT 1# Specifies the top and bottom margins for the contents of

the frame. The default value for MARGINHEIGHT is 6.

MARGINWIDTH 1# Specifies the left and right margins for the contents of the

frame. The default value for MARGINWIDTH is 6.

NAME String Specifies the name of the frame

SCROLLING Specifies whether or not the user can scroll the frame.

auto The browser determines if scrollbars are necessary.This is

the default setting.

yes The frame can be scrolled

no The frame cannot scroll.

SRC URL Specifies the URL to be loaded in the FRAME

STYLE Provides the definition of the CSS styles used for this

element.

Note:
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Supported only for devices running Windows Mobile

2003 software or later.

Scripting Properties

The following table shows items that Internet Explorer Mobile supports.

Property Type Access Comments

document object Read

Only

Retrieves the Automation object of the active

document, if any.

marginHeight variant Read

Only

Sets or retrieves the top and bottom margin heights

before displaying the text in a frame.

marginWidth variant Read

Only

Sets or retrieves the left and right margin widths

before displaying the text in a frame.

name string Read

Only

Sets or retrieves the frame name.

noResize boolean Read

Only

Sets or retrieves whether the user can resize the

frame.

offsetHeight Number Read-

only

Contains the height of the object in pixels, relative

to the parent element.

offsetLeft Number Read-

only

Contains the number of pixels from the left of the

parent element.

offsetParent String Read-

only

Contains a reference to the container object that

defines the offsetTop and offsetLeft properties of

the object.

offsetTop Number Read-

only

Contains the number of pixels from the top of the

parent element

offsetWidth Number Read-

only

Contains the width of the object in pixels, relative

to the parent element.

scrolling string Read

Only

Sets or retrieves whether the frame can be scrolled.

src string Read

Only

Sets or retrieves a URL to be loaded by the object.
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In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Implementing Multimedia

Incorporating Javascript

Topic : Implementing Multimedia

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Implementing Multimedia

Definition/Overview:

Implementing Multimedia: By utilising namespaces, XHTML documents could include

fragments from other XML-based languages such as Scalable Vector Graphics and MathML.

Finally, the renewed work would provide an opportunity to divide HTML into reusable

components (XHTML Modularization) and clean up untidy parts of the language.

Key Points:

1.0 Streaming Media Concepts

Streaming technology is an attempt to avoid the eternal bandwidth problem. In 1994,

RealAudio introduced a way of delivering Internet audio based on the User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) rather than the usual Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). UDP technology

was later used for transferring video files as well.

UDP technology does not require confirmation of the receipt of all the data; instead, it

delivers the file as quickly as possible. This means that a user can begin playing the audio or

video file even before the whole file is received. The user's wait time is cut dramatically.

Over time, Real has expanded its line of products and services to include a range of enhanced

services to bring streaming media to the Web.
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1.1 Multimedia and the Web

Movement, action, interactionthese are components Web developers strive for to keep

Web sites vibrant and interesting, and to keep visitors engaged.

Multimedia has been around for a long time and has been used in multitudes of

circumstances, including corporate and information-based presentations, educational

activities, and recreation in the form of video games.

1.2 Height& width

o Use the actual height and width of your image in pixels.

o While the browser will load the page and the image with out these, it is better to

always use them. If you specify height and width Netscape will save space for

the image and continue to load the rest of the page. If you don't specify it, the

page seems to take longer because Netscape won't show anything else until the

image has completely loaded and it knows what size it is. IE will continue to

show text while the image loads, but stuff on the page jumps around strangely

as the image loads.

o Putting the wrong height and width will cause the browser to force the image

into those dimensions. This is usually a bad thing. If you want the image to be

smaller, resize it in a graphics program so that the actual file size is smaller. If

you make the image larger using html the quality diminishes. Note the

pixelation of the vine on html miracle-gro. A more finely detailed, rounder

image or a photograph would be very ugly like this. See what it does to the

circle below, when it is resized to 2 and 3 times larger than its real size.

o An XHTML document that conforms to an XHTML specification is said to be

valid. Validity assures consistency in document code, which in turn eases

processing, but does not necessarily ensure consistent rendering by browsers.

A document can be checked for validity with the W3C Markup Validation

Service. In practice, many web development programs provide code validation

based on the W3C standards.
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o The root element of an XHTML document must be html, and must contain an

xmlns attribute to associate it with the XHTML namespace. The namespace

URI for XHTML is http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml. For XHTML 1.1 and later

there should also ideally be a version attribute to clearly identify the version of

XHTML being used. The example tag below additionally features an xml:lang

attribute to identify the document with a natural language:

o In order to validate an XHTML document, a Document Type Declaration, or

DOCTYPE, may be used. A DOCTYPE declares to the browser which

Document Type Definition (DTD) the document conforms to. A Document

Type Declaration should be placed before the root element.

o The system identifier part of the DOCTYPE, which in these examples is the

URL that begins with http://, need only point to a copy of the DTD to use if

the validator cannot locate one based on the public identifier (the other quoted

string). It does not need to be the specific URL that is in these examples; in

fact, authors are encouraged to use local copies of the DTD files when

possible. The public identifier, however, must be character-for-character the

same as in the examples.

o These are the most common XHTML Document Type Declarations:

XHTML 1.0 Strict

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

XHTML 1.0 Transitional

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

XHTML 1.0 Frameset

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Frameset//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-frameset.dtd">
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XHTML 1.1

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.1//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd">

XHTML Basic 1.1

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML Basic 1.1//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-basic/xhtml-basic11.dtd">

XHTML 2.0

XHTML 2.0, as of April 2008[update], is in a draft phase. If an XHTML 2.0

Recommendation is published with the same document type declaration as in the

current Working Draft, the declaration will appear as:

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 2.0//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/DTD/xhtml2.dtd">

XHTML5

XHTML5, the XHTML variant of the HTML5 specification, does not actually have a

doctype. However, authors do have the option to use the new HTML doctype that the

HTML variant of HTML5 uses which is: <!DOCTYPE html>

Topic : Incorporating Javascript

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn how to Incorporate JavaScript

Definition/Overview:
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Incorporate JavaScript:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/style/screen.css" type="text/css" />

<script type="text/javascript" /Classroom/images/0131466267/p>

Note: The format <script>< /script>, rather than the more concise <script />, is required for

HTML compatibility when served as MIME type text/html.

If an author chooses to include script or style data inline within an XHTML document,

different approaches are recommended as shown in the examples below, depending whether

the author intends to serve the page as application/xhtml+xml and target only fully

conformant browsers, or serve the page as text/html and try to obtain usability in Internet

Explorer 6 and other non-conformant browsers.

Key Points:

1. Backward compatibility

XHTML 1.x documents are mostly backward compatible with HTML 4 user agents when the

appropriate guidelines are followed. XHTML 1.1 is essentially compatible, although the

elements for ruby annotation are not part of the HTML 4 specification and thus generally

ignored by HTML 4 browsers. Later XHTML 1.x modules such as those for the role attribute,

RDFa and WAI-ARIA degrade gracefully in a similar manner.

HTML 5 and XHTML 2 are significantly less compatible, although this can be mitigated to

some degree through the use of scripting. (This can be simple one-liners, such as the use of

document.createElement() to register a new HTML element within Internet Explorer, or

complete JavaScript frameworks, such as the FormFaces implementation of XForms.)

1.1 Examples

The followings are examples of XHTML 1.0 Strict. Both of them have the same

visual output. The former one follows the HTML Compatibility Guidelines of the

XHTML Media Types Note while the latter one breaks backward compatibility but

provides cleaner markup.
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Example 1.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />

<title>XHTML 1.0 Example</title>

<script type="text/javascript">

//<![CDATA[

function loadpdf() {

document.getElementById("pdf-

object").src="http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/xhtml1.pdf";

}

//]]>

</script>

</head>

<body onload="loadpdf()">

<p>This is an example of an

<abbr title="Extensible HyperText Markup Language">XHTML</abbr> 1.0 Strict

document.<br />

<img id="validation-icon"
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src="http://www.w3.org/Icons/valid-xhtml10"

alt="Valid XHTML 1.0 Strict" /><br />

<object id="pdf-object"

name="pdf-object"

type="application/pdf"

data="http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/xhtml1.pdf"

width="100%"

height="500">

</object>

</p>

</body>

</html>

o XHTML documents, a special case

o An XHTML document is an XML document. It is a rigorous alternative to an

HTML document.

o One of the interesting uses of XSLT is the transformation of XML documents

into XHTML documents. This makes it possible to render the information

contained in an XML document using an XHTML-compatible Web browser.

o When transforming an XML document for rendering with an XHTML browser,

the transformation can take place anywhere between the source of the XML

document and the browser.
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o For example, a transformation program can be written in Java and run on a web

server as a servlet, or it can be written as a JavaBeans component and accessed

from a scriptlet in JavaServer pages (JSP).

o The transformation can also be performed by the browser. For example,

Microsoft IE 6.0 and XSLT can be used for this purpose.

o This and the next several lessons will illustrate parallel Java code and XSLT

transformations to transform XML documents into XHTML documents. The

sample programs will illustrate various aspects of the manipulation of a DOM

tree using Java code.

The primary use of JavaScript is to write functions that are embedded in or included

from HTML pages and interact with the Document Object Model (DOM) of the page.

Some simple examples of this usage are:

Opening or popping up a new window with programmatic control over the size,

position, and attributes of the new window (i.e. whether the menus, toolbars, etc. are

visible).

Validation of web form input values to make sure that they will be accepted before

they are submitted to the server.

Changing images as the mouse cursor moves over them: This effect is often used to

draw the user's attention to important links displayed as graphical elements.

Because JavaScript code can run locally in a user's browser (rather than on a remote

server) it can respond to user actions quickly, making an application feel more

responsive. Furthermore, JavaScript code can detect user actions which HTML alone

cannot, such as individual keystrokes. Applications such as Gmail take advantage of

this: much of the user-interface logic is written in JavaScript, and JavaScript

dispatches requests for information (such as the content of an e-mail message) to the

server. The wider trend of Ajaxprogramming similarly exploits this strength.

A JavaScript engine (also known as JavaScript interpreter or JavaScript

implementation) is an interpreter that interprets JavaScript source code and executes
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the script accordingly. The first ever JavaScript engine was created by Brendan Eich

at Netscape Communications Corporation, for the Netscape Navigator web browser.

The engine, code-named SpiderMonkey, is implemented in C. It has since been

updated (in JavaScript 1.5) to conform to ECMA-262 Edition 3. The Rhino engine,

created primarily by Norris Boyd (also at Netscape) is a JavaScript implementation in

Java. Rhino, like SpiderMonkey, is ECMA-262 Edition 3 compliant.

The most common host environment for JavaScript is by far a web browser. Web

browsers typically use the public API to create "host objects" responsible for

reflecting the DOM into JavaScript. The web server is another common application of

the engine. A JavaScript webserver would expose host objects representing an HTTP

request and response objects, which a JavaScript program could then manipulate to

dynamically generate web pages.
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